[Problems in diagnosis and therapy of carcinoma in stroma-abundant pleomorphic adenoma of the parotid gland].
The case is reported of a 27-year-old patient who developed multiple recurrences of a carcinoma arising from richly stromal pleomorphic adenoma of the parotid gland over 13 years. Originally the tumor was classified as a benign pleomorphic adenoma because there were no cytological characteristics of malignancy. Later on the diagnosis had to be modified to that of a carcinoma arising from a pleomorphic adenoma because of the infiltrating growth pattern of the tumor. A multicentric local recurrence and metastases on the left side of the neck supported the correct diagnosis. This case demonstrates that, beside the classic cytological criteria of malignancy invasion and penetration of the capsule can be decisive for the diagnosis of malign transformed pleomorphic adenoma. Treatment and prognosis of salivary gland tumors assume a clear determination of their diguity. The unusual course in this case of a pleomorphic adenoma originally diagnosed as benign demonstrates the importance of regular follow-up.